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ABSTRACT
Instructional or teaching behaviors can be

conceptualized as involving four distinct modes: the questioning
mode, the oral mode, the support mode, and the critical mode..Eac#
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Instructional or teaching behaviors can be conceptualized as

involving four (14) distinct modes: The questiaiing mode, the

oral mode, the support mode and the critical node. Each mode

contains specific behavioral elements and each mode contributes

a particular or llselectedtt element to the quadrilateral structures

(called quadrograms) in a given sequence. The functicn of each

element in each structure must include not only its cavtribution to

the total structure but also its corr:eqUences for each coi secutive
1

eleraent in the consecutive structures. Bruner notes thattmA body

ofknowledge should be structured so that it can be most readily

grasped by the learner (end) th ould be sequenced effectively in

presenting the material. to the learner".

1
Jerome S. Bruner, Tcraard a Theory of Instruction; LW. Nortm and Co.

1966, p. 41.
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BehaVioral modes

Questioning Mode Oral Mode Support "Mode Critical Mode

Cognitive Memory

Evaluative

Convergent

Divergent

Generative

Telling

Inquiry

To convince

To Persuade

To Understand

To brtertain

To Accept Data

To appreciate

To Bring Action

To Inspire

To Hypothesize

To Impress

Analogy

Example

Restatquent

Comparison tr.
Contrast

Definition

Explanation

Statistics

Authority
Testimony

Argumant From
Example

Fact

Description

ClassifIring is

Grasping Leanings

Predicting

Finding Assumptions

Identifying

Noting Ambiguities
and Contradictions

Caational Interring

Recognizing

Relating/reportirg

Intuiting

Substituting

Articulating

Summarizing-Concluding

Domains

Sensory

Affective

Cognitive

Psycho-motor

Judging *ether conclusions
follomng observations
arereliable

Attempting to apply

principles
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Question !lode

. Cognitive Memory questions - The simplistic questions (those
tthich depend largely upon answers of retrieved information.
For example: According to historians, in That :tea. did the
American Revolutionary 17ar,be.n?

Evaluative Questions - provide material for having the student make a
value judgaent. For e : Does the imlividuall s" right to
know take precedence over the governments's right to classify
documents? Is this also true t-li.en the government declares
an "emergency"?

Convcr. g6nt Questions - The teacher asks the student to compare or
contrast, to relate two or more things in a siglificant manner;
to follow some fornal procedure for solving problems.

Divergent Questions - The teachers els the pupil to predict, to develop
Iripotheses, or to sneculat on the ..utcomesof actions in n.
hyoothetic situation that does not permit evaluticn of student
responses as right or -wrong.
Divergent questions are used to open discussions - the course of
which may not be predicted.

Generative questions
of which ax.m.

1.
2.
3.

11

5.
6.

- The teachers poses cruestionx, the prim purpose
is to promote relationships: 1

Comparative relationships
Relationship of implication.
Relationship of an. inductive ge.nerali zation to

supportin g evidence..
Relationship of a vlue, si 11 or definition to

an example of its use.
Relation ship mmeri tally.
Cause and Effect relationship.

EIXaMple: COTapar0 the relations 'between the English
colonies in north American and England
between 1750 and 1783 with the reltitions
between the states and the federal goverment
in the U.S. from 1789 to 2865.

Morris H. Sanders Classroom Questions, Harper and Row, 1966 p.
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Telling' question - Brings together the salient points of a discussion

or a lecture and bears a ntellingn effect on the

both on the phenomena and upon the students. It
may take the f oni of a chain of rhetorical questions.

Burns1 describes the telling questions as ones rhich

l'help convert rhati s puzzling about a situation into

swathing that cal be thoun.ht about intelligently

because there is .a close relationship betzeen the

telling questions and key concepts, and conceptual

systems." It has the frau tion of facilitating inquiry.

Inquiry question - What have r:e done? Hoar did -o do it? That have vre

accmplithed? Where might rm proceed?

3. -.
Hobert W. Burns, "Response to the PrOsidential Address", Educational Theory

Fall, 1970, p. 329. .



Employing nodes in designing quadrov=s
An Rva-vle:

MondayFricty (1st week) MondayLTuesday (2nd reek)

..,
g.l.f.emory ques.

IDefinition Appreciaticn
by Ex=nle
Fact

Ibrani:141Leandngs

aitiatory
Cage

0

nvergen- rrcuds.

Analogy Accept of
data

Assumptims1
Finding

AINIPPIIN.11.14V1....

Comparison t4 Persuasion
Contrast

avelopmental
Cage

Telling que s.

. Argtraent fray
Dc=pla IlypotheSis/

action

Jildang Conciusict s

Inquiry

Restatennt

Ctilminating
Stage

At-teal:ling to
APPLY PrinciPle

Inferring
Intuiting

Each quadrograra represents four (b)
elmits of foi.ur nodes proceeding
from thc.. ..rtple to the complex throudi
three (3) stages.

fvel.questiol

Statistics Understanding

Predicting

Authority
Testimony victim

1111...11....
Goner. Ques

_StrunarizAnill



The design of each series or quadroans must be based upon

speci fic, pertinent and intended instructional l-oubcores related to

classroom investigations. Central to the utilization of mulUple

combinations of elments of the. various behavioral nodes is the

hierarchial strategies which they afford. Thus, this systint aids

the creative teacher by rr oviding multiple instructional options

for his carrying on his work in the classroom.


